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Modern Spartan Systems Unveils “Spartan Accuracy Oil”
Industry-Changing Technology that FAR Outperforms the
Competition & Increases Accuracy
Suwanee, GA – Modern Spartan Systems LLC., manufacturer of today’s most technologically
advanced firearms cleaners and lubricants, has unveiled Spartan Accuracy Oil, the first offering
in a bold new system of products designed to extend the life of your firearms and increase their
functionality in terms of Accuracy, Reliability, and Performance.
Bold claims from a new company are nothing new to the shooting industry. MSS backs those
claims with proven performance! Visit Spartan Accuracy Oil Friction Test and watch as Spartan
Accuracy Oil destroys the competition in head-to-head laboratory testing! Spartan Accuracy Oil
brings new technology and a completely new outlook to firearms maintenance and optimization.
Friction is the number one enemy inhibiting shooting performance. The traditional battle against
friction has been waged using surface oils, which create a slippery wedge between two metal
objects. At best, friction is minimally reduced and lasts only for a few shots before high
pressures and temperatures carbonize, remove and nullify the lubricant. The intended goals are
simply short lasting and contribute to the build-up of contaminants inside the firearm, which can
ultimately cause malfunctions. Spartan Accuracy Oil from MSS uses a unique technology to
defeat friction; thereby improving your accuracy and reducing malfunctions on any weapon
system.
The proprietary formula uses Nano Shield™ molecular particles with heat activation to penetrate
and fill in pores and gaps in the metal substrate. Effectively, microscopic mountains are reduced
to flat plains, minimizing the points of contact. The smoother, harder surface has been shown to
reduce friction by up to an astonishing 85-90%. Whether during a hunt, at a competition or in the
heat of battle, Spartan Accuracy Oil can make a critical difference to you - the shooter, and an
even more critical difference to the target!
The following testimonials were received from professional shooters that have personally tested
Spartan Accuracy Oil:
"I have never used or even heard of products like these. MSS is so advanced that it will change the industry!"

“We have consistently attained higher velocities, smaller shot groups, cleaner operation and overall greater
accuracy from all weapons”
“I was amazed not only by how smoothly the weapons all cycled, but how it reduced the heat.”
“This stuff not only makes a gun shoot better, but using it all the time makes clean-up a breeze! I’ll never use
anything else.”

Modern Spartan Systems has a generous test and evaluation program in place for members
of the professional media. All media inquiries should be directed to Driftwood Media, Inc. For
the latest Modern Spartan Systems press releases, product images and videos, please visit
www.driftwoodmediacom.com.
Spartan Accuracy Oil - Features and Benefits















Improved shooting consistency & accuracy (lowers standard deviation and spread rate)
Fewer malfunctions and more reliable performance
Reduced gumming of sand and dirt
Unaffected by temperature (Middle-East highs of 115°+ to Alaskan lows of -52°)
Environmentally friendly
Superior corrosion protection
Increased muzzle velocity
Smoother overall action
Lower barrel temperatures (up to 30%+ )
Easier and faster cleaning (50-75% less clean-up time due to minimal carbon buildup)
Reduced maintenance costs (lower wear and tear on components)
Restores surface metal imperfections and extends barrel life
Non-flammable – non-corrosive
American ingenuity & American made

About Modern Spartan Systems
Modern Spartan Systems (MSS) was founded in 2013 by a 14-year military veteran with a
defense contracting background, an accomplished businessman with an exceptional eye for
spotting little known superior technologies, and a successful, well-respected retail entrepreneur.
Combined, they are bringing the tactical, shooting and hunting communities a line of weapons
cleaners and lubricants proven to far surpass its competition. For more information on the
company’s system of firearms lubricants and cleaners, contact Modern Spartan Systems at
4610 Lambton Circle, Suwanee, GA 30024 • Telephone: 847-669-1640 • or visit
www.modernspartansystems.com.
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